CPAP
therapy
guide

Welcome

Welcome to your GenesisCare CPAP
(Continuous Positive Airway Therapy)
therapy guide. We understand that
starting out on CPAP therapy can be
daunting, so we have developed this
guide to provide clarity on what to
expect throughout your CPAP rental
period, as well as information to assist
troubleshooting and cleaning of the
equipment.
Please take the time to read through this
guide and feel free to ask your treatment
team any questions you have.
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GenesisCare CPAP clinics

The following schedule outlines the
appointments involved in the CPAP rental
period, and a brief overview of the purpose
of each appointment.

Our therapy
pathway and
what is involved
You have now completed your initial appointment and
should be set up on your CPAP.
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Initial appointment

machine and mask set-up completed,
and education and information provided

First week follow-up

remote download and follow up phone call to
discuss any issues or concerns regarding your
first week

Second week follow-up

tentative in-person appointment if there are
any issues that can’t be resolved over the
phone in the first week follow-up

First month
face-to-face

in-clinic appointment to discuss any issues
or concerns regarding your therapy. In some
instances, settings are altered at this point
depending on the doctor’s preferences and/or
the initial script

Second month
face-to-face
/End of hire

in-clinic appointment to return rental
equipment and purchase your own equipment,
pending recommendations from your doctor

The schedule above may change depending on factors like the
length of CPAP rental, whether you live locally or out-of-town, and
the availability of you, your doctor, and our treatment staff.
Our support doesn’t stop there. After the purchase of your CPAP
device, we will continue to offer support as needed, as well as a
three, six and 12-month follow ups to assess the efficacy of your
machine and mask and address any issues that may arise. Please
be aware that if you decide to purchase equipment elsewhere,
future appointments from that point will incur an out-of-pocket
cost.
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Device cleaning
and maintenance
As a general rule, wash CPAP masks, headgear and tubing with
warm soapy water. Liquid soaps are convenient. Avoid soaps with
added scents. Rinse well and allow to air dry out of direct sunlight.

Daily
• Rinse your mask with warm soapy water (convenient wipes are
available)
• Wash, rinse and replace water in the humidifier

Weekly
• Wash your CPAP mask, headgear and tubing with warm soapy
water
• Rinse well and allow to air dry
• Avoid direct sunlight to any equipment

As required
• Some masks and parts require replacement more often than
others. We suggest regularly inspecting your equipment for
potential issues, and be prepared to replace parts after 3
months if required

Almost all manufacturers recommend avoiding the use of solutions
containing bleach, chlorine, alcohol, aromatics, moisturiser,
antibacterial agents or scented oil to clean any parts of their CPAP
systems or air tubing.

Monthly
• Check the filter on the machine: some brands can be washed,
however most require replacement every three to four months
• At the very least, remove the filter and clean any visible signs of
dust build up. Be sure not to rotate the filter and always replace
it the same way it was removed

Yearly
• Return to your sleep therapist for an annual review of your
equipment and therapy
• Plan to replace the mask cushion, headgear and tubing
(sometimes replacing the entire mask is more cost effective).
Maintain your CPAP mask in good working order to achieve the
best possible therapy

Maintaining your equipment in good working order is absolutely key to
ensuring positive therapy outcomes.
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Common problems and solutions
My mouth is dry

My nose is blocked
or irritated

I am continuing to
snore on my CPAP

√ Increase humidification
√ nasal spray may provide benefits - consult a
doctor prior
√ Used heated tubing or tube cozy

Loosen mask straps slightly
Mask review - contact sleep therapist
CPAP nasal pads
Please do not use bandaids

√
√
√
X

The air I am breathing
is too cold

√ Increase humidification
√ Utilise body warmth by placing the tubing
under your bed covers
√ Warm your room eg closing bedroom doors
and windows
√ Enquire about a tube cosy or heated tube

I feel I am not getting
enough pressure

My chest feels sore
in the morning or I am
uncomfortable with
bloating or tummy
discomfort

This may occur when you first start treatment,
if it persists or you are concerned please
contact your doctor (or sleep therapist who
will notify your doctor) as you may require an
adjustment to the pressure being delivered
from your machine

I am removing my
mask during sleep

A settling in time is required when you first
start treatment however if the problem persists
please call your sleep therapist as a mask alert
alarm may be activated in your machine or a
pressure adjust may be required

My mask seems to be
leaking or not sealing

√ Each mask has a valve where the stale air is
flushed from the mask, this is not a leak and
must not be covered
√ If the air is leaking into the eyes or around the
jaw the headgear may need to be tightened
slightly. Avoid over tightening as this may
cause pressure areas
√ Check all connections
√ Contact sleep therapist for a mask review

√ Check your mask is sealing well
√ Contact us as a therapy settings may need
changing

The bridge of my nose
is sore, or I am waking
with marks on my face

Too much moisture
in my mask or tubing
“rainout”
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√ Increase humidification
√ A chin strap may be required
√ Mask review - contact sleep therapist

I have developed
a cold

√ Decrease humidification
√ Use heated tubing or tube cozy
√ Trial off humidity
√
√
√
√
√
√

Check there is power to the machine
Check there is air blowing from the machine
Ensure the filters are clean
Check the tubing for holes
Check the mask is sealing well
If the problem is not resolved please contact
your sleep therapist

Should I take my CPAP
machine when I work
away or travel?

Don’t assume a runny nose just after
commencing CPAP is a cold, unless you have
symptoms of a sore throat etc. If you do have
a full blown head cold, do not use your CPAP
until the cold resolves as you risk spreading
the infection into your ears. If in doubt please
contact your doctor
Yes, some airlines make special considerations
for use while flying. If you are concerned, please
contact us prior to traveling and check with
the airline that you are flying with. Inverters or
stand alone batteries are also available which
will enable you to operate your CPAP machine
from a battery or 12 volt outlet
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Other FAQs

3. Follow a routine to help you relax before you sleep. This helps
your body and mind prepare for sleep.

Q: Will CPAP cure my sleep apnoea?

4. If you are having difficulty sleeping, get up and try again
later. Give yourself 20-30 minutes to fall asleep. Get out of bed
if you are not sleeping and go back when you feel drowsy.

A: The short answer is no, CPAP is a therapy not a cure. The
severity of sleep apnoea can be influenced by lifestyle factors
such as weight, smoking status, and exercise, so addressing
these elements can result in further improvements to quality of
life.
Q: How often should I use my CPAP?
A: International guidelines recommend over 4 hours per night.
However, to get the most benefit and reduce your associated
risks and symptoms, it is recommended CPAP is used whenever
you are sleeping.
Q: How long will it take before I feel the benefit of using CPAP?
A: Some people feel a benefit the morning after their first night
with CPAP. Other people take longer. Perseverance is the key.
Q: Will the pressure on my CPAP machine need to be changed?

5. Avoid caffeine and alcohol. Alcohol may help you get to sleep,
but it will make your sleep restless and uneasy. Caffeine is a
stimulant and can cause problems initiating sleep.
6. Avoid the use of nicotine close to bedtime or during the night.
Nicotine is also a stimulant and can affect ability to initiate
sleep.
7. Exercise regularly. But avoid strenuous exercise four hours
before bedtime.
8. Avoid eating a heavy meal late in the day.
9. Avoid clock watching. Constantly checking the time keeps your
mind active and can result in difficulties initiating or returning
to sleep.

A: Changes in lifestyle factors (ie weight loss/gain) may result in
pressure change requirements. It is important that any pressure
changes are implemented by your sleep therapist under the
guidance of your doctor.

Tips for improving sleep health
1. Go to sleep and wake up at the same time every day.
Maintaining a regular sleep schedule helps develop a sleep/
wake rhythm that encourages better sleep.
2. Create a comfortable sleep environment. Keep the room dark,
cool, quiet and comfortable (quality pillows and mattress go a
long way). Avoid using your bedroom for activities other than
sleep or sex.

Tel: 1800 155 225

infosleepqld@genesiscare.com
genesiscare.com
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